FATHER OF NOVELIST OUR COUNTRY'S SERVICE FIRST CALLED SUDDENLY

J. B. HUBBARD

Franklin Tower, 69 W. 44th Street.

Mr. J. B. Hubbard was a sculptor, and a renowned artist, his work was widely admired.

His death was sudden and unexpected, occurring on the morning of the 23rd instant.

His work included several significant contributions to the arts, including a notable sculpture which is now on display at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Mr. Hubbard was a devoted husband and father, and his loss will be deeply felt by all who knew him.

THE END
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Our Country's Service Flag.

As the war has cast down many and many a man, as the war has laid waste and ravaged and ruined many a thing, as the war has burned up and wasted many a family and many a home, so also as the war has brought many a joy and many a comfort and many a pleasure, as the war has brought many a glory and many a fame.

Now, my friends, the cost is great, but the promise is great. It is the promise of a new people, of a new nation, of a new world.

As I have said, my friends, the war is the greatest crisis of our time, the greatest crisis of our lives, and it is the greatest crisis of our nation and our world.

While our country is doing her best, will you promise to do your best for our country and our world? Will you do your best for our nation and our world?
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Agricultural Exhibit - Floral Hall

Baby Show Aug. 27

COME

Great Exhibit
Beef Cattle
Dairy Cattle
Swine,
Sheep and Poultry

NOW MORE WANTED
PRIVATE FOOD CRISES

The World is Looking to America For
Break-Through-One Way To Meet Demand

AN APPEAL FROM D. FRIZER

The Wheat Campaign is now

The job begins on a larger scale - a
handful of good men, who will sell the earnings for
the work out.

Our government is asking a
sacrifice from all citizens, to
sell all the wheat we can.
We need good production and conserva-
tion of all land and we must
work on the problem

We must be in a position to
produce our entire needs,
or we must face starvation and our
future is at stake.

We have not
enough food to
meet our needs.

We need

Our farmers will not
sell wheat

We cannot

The wheat surplus will
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Great Exhibit
Beef Cattle
Dairy Cattle
Swine, Sheep
and Poultry

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT
FLORAL HALL

Baby Show Aug. 27
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FIFTH YEAR
FIVE BIG DAYS

MUSIC BY BRASS BAND

BEST HALF MILE TRACK IN KENTUCKY
BIGGEST FAIR IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
Ten per cent of all net earnings will be given to the Boy's Club and Bible Relief Fund.
Jno. W. Richards, Sec'y.

Best Lot Horses of Any Season.

Reduced Rates on Railroads

Shuttle Train to Service the Fair Grounds

Willow Woods of Owingsville, whose host is in the horse business, who has trained horse that won last year.

For everything for one time, this is every man's dream. What can we do with the man? City left last night for the Saint Louis to attend a meeting of the executive association. The will be a part of his duties.

You will have the chance to own the horse, and if you wish, you can have him trained and show him.

You will have the chance to own the horse, and if you wish, you can have him trained and show him.
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Hughes' Chill Tonic

EXCELLENT GENERAL TONIC

As a protection for Chills, and Fevers, Dysentery, Colds, Catarrh, and many other disorders.

Wild Lavender, Horsecress, Seaside, Spindrift Tonic. Try it. Don't have any substitutes.

RECOMMENDED BY ROBBINS' JUICE COMPANY,

LOTUSVILLE, N.Y.

Government Seals as Urgent Call

The President of the Cleveland Convention Committee recently wrote:

"Neither the ages nor the physical condition of many of our citizens, some of whom are in a state of semi-paralysis, nor the climate, will permit a full development of the great business opportunities which are offered by the Cleveland Convention."

[Article continues]...

[Continued]...

[Caption: COUPON]

"One Drop Cure for all Diseases, Including Influenza."

[Article continues]...

[Caption: CODERI]

"One Drop Cure for all Diseases, Including Influenza."

[Article continues]...

[Caption: CASTORIA]

"For In Use for Thirty Years CASTORIA"

"The Best and the Gent."

[Article continues]...

[Caption: COLUMBIA]

"Nurses Know That True Castoria Bares the Signature of In Use for For Thirty Years CASTORIA"

"For In Use for Thirty Years CASTORIA"

"The Best and the Gent."

[Article continues]...

[Caption: TURF]

"Horse Money Made Easy"

[Article continues]...

[Caption: MIELE]

"Milestones & Market"...

[Article continues]...

[Caption: CHERRY]

"Cherry's Best"

[Article continues]...

[Caption: GET READY]

"New to the New York Times"

[Article continues]...

[Caption: REASONS!]

"Why you should take castoria"

[Article continues]...

[Caption: TAKO]

"Take Tako"

[Article continues]...
FOOD OF SOLDIERS GIVEN GREAT CARE

NUTRITION OFFICERS WHO ARE EXPERTS BEING DEPLOYED IN THE ARMY CAMPS

EDIBLE WASTE IS REDUCED

Many Department Heads United

War Departmentید Nutrition

Kahn, has taken steps to

Rationing Section to

also, as well as to every camp where 20,000 or

larger number are stationed. In

the future the department will

be able to feed the troops

with nutritious meals, even

when the situation is not favorable for

a time, and their desire to

make the troops fit for battle.

During the war, the food situation was

very critical, but with the

improvement of the situation it is

expected that the troops will

be better fed than ever before.

In those camps where the situation

is favorable, the United States

is able to feed its troops with

the most nutritious food possible.

The United States is able to

feed its troops with its best food

at all times, and is determined

to feed its troops with its best food

at all times.
EAT FRESH FISH AND SAVEMEATS

Sport of Fishing May Be Made to Serve Ruthless, Food Needs and Give Exercise.

MUCH GRAIN IS CONSERVED

Fish, Lard, Beans and Potatoes Are Essential Considerations of Ration of Those in Use in War.

Every pound of food, even, contains an engineering feat that goes into the building of our ships and our factories.

But with the exception of bread, which is made from wheat, most of our food consists of products of the sea.

In some weeks the navy has to buy and consume 1,600,000 pounds of fresh fish, and this just a part of the amount that is being shipped daily.

The navy is not the only branch of the armed forces which is buying fish. The army, the navy, and the coast guard are all consuming large quantities of fresh fish.

Fish is a very important food. It is rich in protein, and it is also a good source of fat. It is also a good source of vitamins. It is also a good source of minerals. It is also a good source of fiber.

Fish for Family Use.

There are a large number of families who can use fish as a part of their diet.

Most fish are rich in protein, and they are also a good source of fat. They are also a good source of vitamins. They are also a good source of minerals. They are also a good source of fiber.

In order to make the most of fish as a food, it is important to know how to prepare it properly.

The first step is to clean the fish. This involves removing the scales, the gills, and the entrails. It also involves removing the eyes and the fins.

Next, the fish should be filleted. This involves removing the skin and the bones.

After the fish has been filleted, it should be washed and then cut into pieces.

It is then ready to be cooked.

There are many ways to cook fish. Some people prefer to bake it, while others prefer to fry it.

In any case, it is important to make sure that the fish is cooked thoroughly.

Finally, the fish should be allowed to cool before it is eaten.

Sugar Shortage

The sugar shortage is a serious problem.

One of the main causes of the sugar shortage is the fact that people are using too much sugar.

In addition, the sugar shortage is also caused by the fact that the demand for sugar is greater than the supply.

The sugar shortage is also caused by the fact that the production of sugar is decreasing.

In order to deal with the sugar shortage, it is important to reduce the demand for sugar.

This can be done by using less sugar, by using alternative sweeteners, and by using sugar substitutes.

Another way to deal with the sugar shortage is to increase the supply of sugar.

This can be done by increasing the production of sugar, by importing sugar from other countries, and by using alternative sugar sources.

The Housewife and the War

The housewife is playing a vital role in the war effort.

She is helping to conserve food, to conserve water, and to conserve fuel.

In addition, she is helping to conserve time.

She is helping to conserve time by using less sugar, by using alternative sweeteners, and by using sugar substitutes.

Another way that the housewife is helping to conserve time is by using less water.

She is helping to conserve water by using less sugar, by using alternative sweeteners, and by using sugar substitutes.

In addition, she is helping to conserve water by using less fuel.

She is helping to conserve fuel by using less sugar, by using alternative sweeteners, and by using sugar substitutes.
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Paris Achieves Lovely Afternoon Gowns

PROW LD EAST AND WEST
Prowl to Make the American Empire Beautiful By the sterling Army.

Under the agreement signed between the United States government and the Chinese empire, the Chinese government has been agreed to permit the establishment of 2,000 new men to China, who will be employed at the former station in the United States.

This is a part of the plan of the American government to make the American Empire beautiful by the sterling Army.

THE CITY TOWN HELP.

NEWS MAN MAKES 2000

Home News Office has been opened in the town.

Mr. J. B. H. Smith, a correspondent of the Home News Office, was in the town and has been reported to be making arrangements for the opening of the office.

Mr. Smith has been making arrangements for the opening of the office in the town for some time.

The office will be opened in the town on the 10th of the month.

Among the Blouses for Fall

THE KITCHEN CABINET

A survey of the latest in colors and materials for Fall.

The survey has been made with a view to the clothing departments of the fall season.

The survey has shown that the fall season is one of the most money-saving times of the year.

In the fall season, the main expenses are for clothing.

The fall season is the time when the clothing is at its lowest price.

The fall season is the time when the clothing is at its highest price.

The fall season is the time when the clothing is at its lowest price.